Future Farmer is a future veterinarian

Student of the Week
When Cy-Fair High School junior Austin Stiewert was asked about his passion, he replied, “Working with domestic animals, as well as gardening and hunting.” What a fitting answer from a future veterinarian and agriculture enthusiast. Inspired by his late grandmother, Stiewert practices patience and optimism, both academically and through his volunteerism at the Houston Livestock Show and in his community.

Austin Stiewert
GRADE: 11
AGE: 17
SCHOOL: Cy-Fair High School
ACHIEVEMENTS: Honor student; FFA member elected as a delegate in the state convention; raised and showed a steer he won in a calf scramble; raised broilers for CFISD Livestock Show; volunteers at his church and in his neighborhood through home improvement tasks; volunteers as a Houston Livestock Show tour guide and speaker for children; member of the summer Norchester Swim Team; part-time Chick-Fil-A mascot.

Favorite class and why - Agriculture Fabrication and Design, It’s interesting setting up a design and implementing it into a functioning product.
Favorite website and why - Facebook, it’s a good way to keep up with my friends and family.
Favorite TV show - “How I met your mother”- I watch it with my Dad for laughs
Movie and why - “Dodge Ball” I always root for the underdog
Ambition (career, future school, etc.) - I want to go to Texas A&M to become a Veterinarian
What are you passionate about? - working with domestic animals as well as gardening and hunting
Who do you try to emulate - My grandmother, who just passed away on Friday. Granny was kind and always looked out for others. Always smiled even when times were tough. “She said there is always something to smile about”
What is your fondest memory? - Going fishing with my grandmother, “patience does it” was her favorite quote. It was the best catch of the day.